PRINCIPAL MESSAGE TO STUDENTS AND FAMILIES
Greetings everyone! I hope everyone is well and making their way through these
unprecedented times. Good news! - we are ready to continue instruction as a county
using distance learning. Understand moving forward that we will be really learning the
meaning of flexibility and patience!
I have no doubt in my mind that the students, families and staff of BISFA will continue to
thrive during this time. You are all incredibly special individuals - This is an opportunity
to use those artistic skills of critical thinking, problem solving, persistence, creativity and
discipline to make the most of this time.
● Critical thinking - It is not a stretch to say that many of your brains are constantly
in high gear - use it to reflect and find alternative ways around hurdles.
● Problem solving - This is time to really use those reasoning skills. Times of great
turmoil bring out the best in problem solving - How will all of this change what we
know going forward?
● Persistence - You have all been through unsure times - stay the course - keep
moving forward and do not give up.
● Discipline - Use the schedule created to get a routine. Now is also a time to work
on the technical aspects of your craft - practice….
● Creativity - The most outstanding works of art are created in times like these.
Create!!!
I know many of you are disappointed not knowing where we stand with performances,
graduation, prom and other aspects of the spring. Please know this - we are holding out
hope, and I am enlisting your creative spirit to also think through alternate possibilities.
This may end and we can finish out the year as scheduled, or we may have to really be
creative. Understand - you are so very important to us and I want you to gain as much
from this spring semester as possible. Seniors - You are who I most worry about most.
We will find a way to make this senior as special as it needs to be. Keep an open mind,
stay positive and we will work together moving forward.
EXPLANATION - DISTANT LEARNING
Now some explanation of where we are and where we are going. Let us start with what
we do know. Schools will be out until April 27. We will keep you updated if that is
extended or changed. For now as a county we will be moving to distance learning.
Your teachers are working very hard to plan for the next several weeks. They will be
contacting you regarding your classes this week. Many of you have already been in
touch with your teachers and I am not surprised - we have the best teachers! Officially
the distance learning will begin on April 6. Please realize that updates will be coming
continuously so be vigilant and flexible.
TIMELINE
● March 30-April 3 - Transition to Distant Learning
○ Staff will be meeting and working through zoom to prepare
○ 4/1 - or before - teachers will be reaching out to students in their google

classroom. IF FOR ANY REASON - YOU CANNOT ACCESS OR HAVE
ONLINE/DEVICE PROBLEMS (OR IF YOU KNOW OF SOMEONE ELSE
WHO IS HAVING PROBLEMS) CALL ME AT 301-766-8845. That is my
office phone - If I am not there - leave a message so we can address the
problem.
● April 6-April 10 - First week of distance learning
SCHEDULE
● Here is a copy of the students schedule for our distance learning:

You will notice:
● The hours are 8:00-3:30. This way you can get back into a routine and know
when you are to be working independently to complete assignments.

● 8:00 - everyday is prep time. Might I also suggest breathing, focus exercises,
stretching, or even yoga! Remember what Mrs. Pisacano said - keep your
immune system strong. It also aids in your learning capacity and your sanity.
(Trust me on that one)
● 9:00-11:30 - everyday will be utilized as instruction with your teacher.
Assignments will be given on google classroom, full meetings may take place on
zoom, and recordings can be viewed if you miss due to wifi or other problems.
You will notice that your interaction with your teacher will only be for one hour a
week for each class so it is important to keep that time sacred.
○ You will notice on Monday that you will be receiving weekly learning goals
from your teachers for each class.
● 11:30-12:30 - each day will be used to communicate with your teacher via email,
google classroom, set up appointments, zoom sessions for small groups to
further/clarify your understanding. This will look different in every class.
● 12:30-3:30 - will be your time to complete assignments
We are working to find a way to keep everything in the schedule as planned - but
everything will look a little different.
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Here are what we are asking from you:
Students:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Dedicate appropriate time to learning, comparable to a school day and/or as guided by your
teacher/s.
Check appropriate online platforms for information on courses, assignments, resources daily.
Attend, as much as possible, the regular synchronous engagements offered by each of your
teacher/s. Communicate tentative absences when possible.
Identify a comfortable and quiet space to study/learn.
Engage in all learning posted with academic honesty.
Submit all assignments in accordance with provided timeline and/or due dates.
Ensure your own social and emotional balance by keeping healthy habits.

Parents: Support their child/ren in their learning by:
●
●
●
●
●

Monitor Google Classroom updates and be sure to check in with your child daily about the
distance learning tasks, activities and assessments they are working on.
Designate a place where your child will work independently on his/her assigned tasks.
Ask your child to provide a brief summary of the learning he/she is engaging in for each class to
ensure their understanding of the content and of the process they are being asked to engage in to
demonstrate their learning.
Ask your child about their deadline calendar and support them, as needed, in submitting
assignments according to the established deadlines.
Remind your child to email his/her teachers if your child or you have questions or if you need
extra help and support. Our faculty will be on hand to help and support.

RESOURCES
o iParent Portal Distance Learning (This link will be ready and go live as of
April 1)

STAY IN CONTACT
Keep up to date with all of the information.
● BISFA Google Classroom - Code - o
 nhcprh
● Email, Social media (Thank you Dr. Anders!!!), Phone
● The school website:
http://wcpsmd.com/schools/high-schools/barbara-ingram-school-arts
● The school Newsletter (which will be moving to a weekly platform)
○ Use this link if you are not receiving the newsletter:
https://us6.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=4275c86a39e8a154c837eb7f1&id=3fcff
42e11
○ Really you should be - if not for the information for the pictures that many
people are caught off guard!
These are challenging times, but I know that you are all up for the challenge. You are
some of the most amazing people I have ever met - use this time to learn, reflect,
create, practice, appreciate those around you and be grateful for all of the blessings we
share.
Many questions will be be coming - stay tuned, stay healthy, stay positive
Keep that BISFA cultural of excellence alive!
Dr. Hovermale

